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Afghan Civil Society Forum- organization (ACSFo) 
 
The Afghan Civil Society Forum- organization (ACSFo)was developed in partnership 
between Afghan civil society actors and “Swisspeace” (a Swiss private foundation for 
the promotion of peace) at the request of 76 participants of the first Afghan Civil 
Society Conference in Bad Honnef, Germany in 2001. This conference was facilitated 
by Swisspeace parallel to the meeting of political representatives organized by the 
UN at Petersburg near Bonn. The goal of the conference was to involve Afghan civil 
society in the peace and reconstruction process of their country in order to achieve a 
more sustainable post-conflict reconstruction than a simple top-down Government 
approach. The Afghan Civil Society Forum-organization began its activities in 
February 2002 after initial funds were secured from the Swiss and German 
Governments.   
  
The ACSFo Office in Kabul was opened two months later in May 2002. ACSFo having 
one decade of tremendous achievements and experiences, it is committed to its 
mission” to facilitate the process of citizen building and state building through 
advocacy, capacity building and coordination”. ACSFo has been able to reach to the 
remotest areas (directly or through partners) of Afghanistan. It has implemented 
many different projects in the areas of advocacy, rule of law, civic education, peace 
building, youth and research. ACSFo, being a major civil society forum has served the 
purpose of improving coordination and networking among civil society actors as well 
as bridging the gap between the citizens and the Afghan Government. As a result, 
ACSFo has established the widest network of grass-root Civil Society Organizations, 
donors, partners, and committed individuals all over Afghanistan with around 450 
members and partners (137 member organizations, 58 individual members and 
around 290 partners). ACSFo Regional Offices are located in Balkh, Nangarhar, Paktia, 
Kunduz, Samangan and Bamyan. 
 

Organizational Mandate and Purpose Statement 
ACSFo believes that while it is necessary to address the immediate needs of the 
Afghans, it is essential to continue to promote and build civil society in order to 
ensure that Afghanistan has a foundation for democracy. Due to the notion that the 
Government is facing tremendous challenges in numerous areas of state building, 
the civil society has the responsibility to address these gaps and to facilitate, 
supplement and complement this process. In order to adjust to the current 
environment, ACSFo has reviewed its vision and mission statements in order to meet 
the challenges of civil society development over the next three years.  
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Vision 
A democratic, dynamic and vibrant society based on citizenry values. 
 

Mission 
To facilitate the process of citizen building and state building through advocacy, 
capacity building and coordination. 
 

Goals 
To foster the development of a diverse, inclusive and united civil society 
 

Objectives 
 To coordinate, expand and foster civil society networks in Afghanistan.  

 To identify, raise and incorporate the needs, concerns and views of Afghan 
citizens into the political, social and economic development processes. 

 To build institutional capacities of public and civil society entities. 

 To promote citizenry values and volunteerism.  
 

Core values 
 Gender and ethnic equality. 

 Transparency and accountability. 

 Impartiality and independence. 

 Participatory and democratic leadership. 

 Honesty and integrity. 

 
Organizational Operational Structure 
ACSFo has re-organized its organizational structure. Priority is given to revise and 
empower the program section to oversee all of ACSFo’s programs and liaise with the 
coordinators of the four core thematic areas.  

 
ACSFo Structure – Headquarter Kabul 
The new organization structure of ACSFo shows a lean approach with the integration 
of a Program Coordination Unit, which will serve as an intermediary between the 
Executive Director and program units of the organization.  
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New ACSFo Structure – Regional Offices 
In order to fulfill the basis for ACSFo to go back to its roots of capacity building, 
networking/coordination and advocacy, ACSFo’s field offices should function less as 
an implementing agent and more as a platform and resource center. Therefore, the 
regional and Provincial offices will undertake the following tasks: 
Each office shall have a local database and map in each province/District where CSOs 
are and provide such information to donors and Government. 
Each office shall have a resource center for CSOs (incl. Computer/internet) in more 
remote provinces. 
Each office can facilitate talks/meetings of CSOs (at least once a month) 
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Advocacy Section 
 

Introduction: 
In March 2006, ACSFo established a separate section for Advocacy so as to enable a 
more focused and structured approach. Since then, the section was mainly 
advocating for the rights of persons with disability and environmental protection, as 
well as enhancing the Government’s cooperation with social organizations.  
 
ACSFo continues to be a major partner in the CS-ANDS, the initiative of Civil Society 
to be involved in the I-ANDS. In January 2006, ACSFo conducted a nation-wide 
consultation on the ANDS in all 34 provinces of the country. This delivered the input 
for the above-mentioned Pre-London conference and the corresponding civil society 
statement. In 2007, the Advocacy section expanded its focus by including activities 
on youth, transparency and accountability, and the ANDS. In 2008 and 2009 ACSFo 
was mainly involved in advocacy for youth, persons with disability, environment 
protection, women rights and as well as convening conferences to prepare national 
strategy for civil society organizations in Afghanistan. Lobbying and advocating for 
amendment of some laws through meetings with MPs and president are other 
worthy activities of ACSFo’s Advocacy Section which resulted in tremendous 
achievements with joint work and support of other civil society institutions.  
 
In 2010, ACSFo Advocacy Section with financial support of European Union 
implemented a big project on Advocacy. The project contributed to develop a 
Manual on Advocacy methods, train around 50 local CSOs and establish a National 
Wide Advocacy Network. Advocacy for the rights of women, youths, and persons 
with disability, environment protection and struggle against corruption were among 
the priorities of Advocacy Section in 2010. 
 
In 2011, Advocacy Section mainly was involved in three projects as well as regular 
policy and event advocacy efforts. “Promoting Civil Society Network in Ghor and 
Samangan provinces of Afghanistan” is a 3 years long project that has been 
implementing since January 2011. Besides, Advocacy Section implemented two other 
projects under the name of “Women Political Participation, Transparency and 
Accountability” and “Women Empowerment through Advocacy” in 2011. 
 
It is worth mentioning that Advocacy Section based on nature and diversity of its 
efforts, is engaged into two specific types of activities: (1) Project Based Activities; 
those activities which set forth under advocacy projects that differ from a project to 
other project and (2) Core Activities; those activities that are beyond of projects and 
mostly addresses the requirement and nature of advocacy efforts.  
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Goals: 
The Advocacy section aims at empowering the poor, marginalized and vulnerable 
segments of the society and as well as the civil society to have a voice on important 
issues and influence policies for their own benefit. 
 

Objectives: 
 Supporting persons with disabilities and protection of environment 

 Fostering human rights and women rights. 

 Contributing to the mainstreaming of civil society in the Afghanistan National 
Development.  
Strategy (CS-ANDS) 

 Promoting transparency and accountability in Governmental and non-
Governmental Institutions. 

 Establishing, expanding and strengthening National Advocacy Network to 
coordinate advocacy efforts on Provincial and national level. 

 
Advocacy Section Interventions and Activities  
 

Promoting CSOs Network and Strengthening Good Governance in Ghor and 

Samangan Provinces of Afghanistan 

This project was initiated to empower afghan citizens to actively participate in governance and 

decision making processes that influence their well being and freedom. These projects are 

implemented in Ghor and Samangan Provinces.. Total beneficiaries directly targeted were 8,325 

persons.  

 

 The “New Deal” training manual has been developed and finalized. This manual will be 

utilized by ACSFo and partner organizations.  

 In total four Radio Messages on Peace, Women Rights, Citizenry Rights and Election 

2015 were developed by Radio Message Developer and then the messages will be 

recorded and broadcasted through local radios in Ghor and Samangan provinces. 

 The Torch Package has been developed. The package has four topics such as Women 

Rights, Citizenry Rights, Peace and Election 2015.  

 CSOs provincial conference was held with the participation of 65 persons on 

(29/09/2014) in Ghor province. The followings were discussed and finalized;  

- The previous Advocacy Network Steering Committee presented its annual report 
- Through an election the New Steering Committee elected for one year 
- The common ground of the Advocacy Network updated 
- Top priorities of the province identified 
- Advocacy action plan based on identified priorities developed 
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 On 21/10/2014 one roundtable on security situation was convened in Ghor province. 

Head of Provincial Council, Chief of Police, representative of governor office and a 

University lecturer were the participants. The roundtable was broadcasted by National 

TV of Ghor province. 

 A Resource Center equiped with 5 compturs and a library was established in Ghor 
province on October 2014.  

 On 23 October 2014, civil society activists, social actors and youth and people of 
Chaghcheran within a public gathering expressed their concern over security situation in 
Ghor province and seriously asked the local and national government to deal with issue 
urgently. 

 ACSFo Ghor provincial office conducted a discourse on 6/11/2014 under the name of 

peace and the situation of children in Ghor province with the participation of 

Independent Human Rights Commission representative, representative of the 

institutions of the civil society, a representative of UNAMA in the West Zone and Media 

activists.  

 On 25 November 2014, ACSFo Ghor provincial office hosted a roundtable on health 
issues in Ghor province and invited deputy director of public health, a representative of 
ACTD, Deputy of Provincial Council and representatives of civil society. 

 ACSFo trainers in Lal wa Sarjangal and Chaghcheran districts selected 10 villages in each 

district to establish community councils in village level and one council in district level. 

All the community councils were elected by village residents to advocate for their rights. 

The village council determined their priorities and action plan and will have regular 

monthly meeting to discuss on their problems and solution ways. 

 A representative of ACSFo Ghor office participated at Provincial Peace Council 

conference at the peace council office on 27-09-2014. In this conference they discussed 

about how to improve peace and security of Ghor Province and coordination of peace 

council with all security organizations. 

 A representative of ACSFo Ghor office had a meeting with the representatives of 

Workers Union in ACSFO Ghor office on 22/10/2014. They talked about joint 

cooperation and advocacy for the rights of workers. 

 On November 1, 2014 a representative of ACSFo Ghor office was a member of 

committee which was established by Ghor Governor to solve the dispute between 

teachers and students at Teacher Training Institute (TTI) that happened on the basis of 

ethnical disagreements.  
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 On November 2, 2014 a representative of ACSFo Ghor office participated in Provincial 

Peace Committee meeting on at governor meeting hall. The meeting was about peace 

issues and the joining of a group of 8 armed oppositions to government.   

 On 2nd November 2014, Advocacy Network of Civil Society, youth and people of 

Chaghcheran city convened a gathering to express their concern over deteriorated 

security situation in Ghor province’s nine districts including the province capital.  

 CSOs provincial conference was held with the participation of 60 persons on 

(30/10/2014) in Samangan province. The followings were discussed and finalized;  

- The previous Advocacy Network Steering Committee presented its annual report 
- Through an election the New Steering Committee elected for one year 
- The common ground of the Advocacy Network updated 
- Top priorities of the province identified 
- Advocacy action plan based on identified priorities developed 

 On 24 Oct 2014, Executive Director of ACSFo along with ACSFo regional senior staff met 
Samangan Governor to discuss on project inception and some ethnical issues in 
Samangan. 

 On 23 Oct 2014, Executive Director of ACSFo along with ACSFo regional senior staff met 
with 12 CSOs representative in ACSFo office to promote the coordination among the 
CSOs in Samangan. 

 On 3 Nov 2014,  The head and members of advocacy Network met many  civil activists 

to discuss on Samangan province challenges and to address those challenges they urged 

on youth and participants to be united and support civil society advocacy campaigns.  

 During the current month of November Samangan field office resource center was 
opened to target CSOs and other client such as NGOS staff, university students, school 
student, Government employees and intellectual who preferred to the resource center. 
Technical assistance and internet facility was provided to them. Technical assistance was 
to them develop and creating email addresses, check their IDs, Download and upload 
the information required to them. 

 On 26 Nov 2014, Advocacy office along with his project staff met Samangan Governor to 

deliver the introduction letter and introduce the project and project staff. Meanwhile, 

Advocacy Office of ACSFo informed the government about the series of roundtable 

where it is expected to invite the government authorities to report on their activities 

and plans.  

 On 9 November 2014, ACSFo Advocacy officer had a meeting with the director of 
economy directorate of Samangan province to share with him some documents of the 
project and brief him about project activities and targeted areas.   

 On 11 November 2014, the Head and members of advocacy committee of Advocacy 

Network of CSOs under ACSFo along with numbers of social activist met Aybak mayor on 

asphalting the road and cleaning the city. The Aybak mayor told that he has a plan of 
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asphalting the roads in his development projects and it would be started very soon. He 

added there only two truck with the municipality to carry up the garbage and he 

suggested two more trucks that would meet their requirement and address the city 

cleaning issue properly. 

 On 11 November 2014, ACSFo Advocacy officer had a meeting with Director of Labor 

and Social Affairs and Martyred and Disabled on reports from the districts that exposed 

the corruption in the said department during last 2 months. The residents complained 

from weak action of the Martyred & Disabled authorities. When Advocacy Officer of 

ACSFo shared the issue with a representative of the mentioned department, he 

responded that the distribution of coupon to the families of martyred & disabled is 

going on and one day they introduce 200 persons to Azizi Bank to take their allowance. 

 On 24 November 2014, ACSFo Advocacy officer had a meeting with Radio Shahrwand, 

Radio Rustam & Radio Haqiqat in samangan office and discussed about their 

broadcasting in Aybak & Hazrat-e-sultan district. All of them confirmed that their Radio’s 

waves cover Aybak and Hazrat Sultan districts and neighboring areas. But, most people 

prefer to listen to Shahrwand Radio because of quality broadcasting. 

 On 27 November 2014, ACSFo Advocacy officer along with project local staff had a trip 

to Sarqia Afgahnia village of Hazrat-e-Sultan district. The head of ACSFo office in 

Samangan explained ACSFo’s projects, advocacy program and creating of advocacy 

committee in public gathering of the local community. Then he advised them identify 

their priorities in education, public health, security, civil rights and good governance 

sectors. H assured them   that ACSFo is your partner to achieve all your rights and play a 

coordination role.        

 On 11 November 2014, a meeting was held with the head of education of Hazrat e-

Sultan district and the following problems related to education department were 

discussed: 

- Lack of a building for the education department's office  

- Lack of power supply services at education department, schools located in the outskirt of the 

district. 

- Lack of furniture including chairs and desks in some schools 

- Lack of drinking water at schools in Kogjar, Dawlatabad and Yakatoot villages 

- Lack of educational materials such as book for 10th, 11th and 12th classes  

- Usurpation of 360 acres (2,000 meter square meter) of land by Shaheen Corp. It is said that the 

mentioned lands was allocated and distributed to teachers by provincial governor of Samangan. 

But, the teachers have been threatened in this regards by militants belong to land seizers. 

 ACSFo held a meeting with members of Development Council of Shorqul village on 12 

November. At first, ACSF was introduced to the members of the council as well as they 

have been provided with information on Advocacy Project. 
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 On 23 Nov 2014, ACSFo team has paid visits to several villages including Arab-Kabuli, 

Tolagi-chi, and Mo'menabad of Hazrat e-Sultan District. During the visits, community 

councils were established and the members of the committees have been familiarized 

with goal of the project in the said villages. 

 On 24 Nov 2014, ACSFo project team held a meeting with people and members of 

development council of Ali Khel and Sofi-Qala villages of Aybak town at Hazrat –e Sultan 

district. Advocacy Committee was established and its members were briefed about the 

goals of the project. 

 On 25 Nov 2014, ACSFo project team held a meeting with people and members of 

development council of Khaja Parsa, Hassan Keli Gargaray and Ghaznigag villages of 

Hazrat –e Sultan District. Advocacy Committee was established and its members were 

briefed about goals of the project.    

 On 26 Nov 2014, ACSFo project team held a meeting with people and members of 

development council of Lopan e-naw and Qalqan villages of Hazrat –e Sultan District. 

Advocacy Committee was established and its members were briefed about goals of the 

project. 

 On 27 Nov 2014, ACSFo project team held a meeting with people and members of 

development council of Sorqeyeh e-Afghaniya villages of Hazrat –e Sultan District. 

Advocacy Committee was established and its members were briefed about goals of the 

project. 

 The aforementioned committees/councils have been established at village level. Each 

committee has 10 male and female members and led by a person as a head of the 

committee. 

 

 

 

My Rights My Voice Project 

One of the longest project that currently is implemented under Advocacy is the “My Rights My 

Voice “ project the durability of this project is more than three years starting from March 2012 

and the end date of the project is planned in December 2015. This project is being 

implemented in Kabul and Balkh provinces. This project aims to contribute to achieving the 

millennium development goals on education and health in Afghanistan through building a 

strong youth movement. The total number of beneficiaries is expected to be 20250 (direct and 

indirect). 

 

 4 lobby dialogue sessions conducted at 23, 26, 28 and 30, January, 2014 in Dehdadi and 
Khulm four lobby dialogue sessions conducted in each 2 district. In these lobby dialogue 
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sessions 251 youth participated. Each session lasted around more than one hour. The 
session conducted with CDCs, Governor Office, Health and education departments.  

 One lobby dialogue session carried out with Governor of Khulm district of Balkh 
province. The youth group members participated (12 male and 8 female) in their 
bimonthly meeting of the mentioned office. The governor of Khulm district talked about 
their communities challenges and answered the questions of youth.  

 One lobby dialogue session carried out with Balkh Governor Office. In this meeting 
around 10 male and 4 female from youth group participated in this session. This 
meeting mainly focus on health and education challenges. The Balkh governor office 
owed to share these challenges and problems with the relevant departments in their 
next meetings.  

 One lobby dialogue session carried out with health and education department of Khulm 
district by participation of 80 male and 19 female from village and district level youth 
group. This session mainly focus on health and education problem in their village.  

 One lobby dialogue session carried out with health and education department of 
Dehdadi district by participation of 73 male and 44 female from village and district level 
youth group. This session mainly focus on health and education problem in their village.  

 2 lobby dialogue sessions conducted at 28, 27, January, 2014 in Paghman and Qarabagh 

on health and education issues. In these lobby dialogue sessions 34 youth participated 

including 24 female and 20 male. These lobby dialogue sessions lasted 4 hours 2hrs in 

Paghman district and 2hrs in Qarabagh district. The main issues, which were discussed, 

are what are the achievements of health and education department in last two years? 

Mainly the status of the session focus on the mentioned issues. 

 1 lobby dialogue session conducted with education and public health departments in 
Khulm district, It brought 100 participants 19 females and 81 one males from ten 
committees of Khulm district on 28/ 01/ 2014.   

 1 lobby dialogue session of Balkh provincial committee was held with the Deputy 
Governor of Balkh in Mazare Sharif, it brought 14 participants 4 females and 10 males 
on 23/01/2014. 

 1 lobby dialogue session conducted at 05/02/2014 in Bagrami district on health and 

education issues. In these lobby dialogue sessions 35 youth participated including 24 

female and 20 male. These lobby dialogue sessions lasted 4 hours 2hrs in Bagrami 

district. The main issues, which were discussed, are what are the achievements of health 

and education department in last two years? Mainly the status of the session focus on 

the mentioned issues.  

 1 linkage meeting hold in 10/02/2014 in Kabul province around 22 participants 20 male 

and 2 female. All the participants were youth group from targeted districts (Paghman, 

Qarabagh and Bagrami). This meeting clearly focused on Bacha Bazi issues and about 
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the research, which conducted by youth at the targeted districts in accords to Bacha 

Bazi issues.  

 1 quarterly meeting conducted 25 February, 2014 in ACSFo meeting around 56 youth 22 

male and 43 female participated from the targeted districts. This meeting focused on 

youth report from their activities in 3 targeted districts. They shared their challenges 

and barriers on health and education issues for further advocating. 

 Most of the Advocacy committees held their monthly meetings in accordance to 
Advocacy project’s action plan and finished it on 31 March.  

 1 lobby dialogue and 3 lobby meetings conducted in three districts Mazare Sharif, Kholm 
and Dehdadi of Balkh province including quarterly meeting of Balkh provincial 
committee and assessment conduction.  

 1 lobby dialogue conducted with education and public health departments in Mazare 
Sharif  city  which brought 75 participants 29 females and 46 males from ten 
committees of Mazare Sharif  city on 05/ 03/ 2014, Balkh provincial committee meeting 
held at ACSFo which brought 20 participants 8 males and 8 females from ten 
committees of Balkh on 4/04/2014. 

 2 lobby meetings held one with Mazare Sharif’s agriculture and  irrigation regarding 
plantation in Balkh province on 30 March 2014 another with director of Kodo Barq 
factory lobbying a meeting place on 11 March 2014.  

 

 ACSFo Advocacy team conducted assessment training for field trainer to convey how to 
do the assessment properly in March 6. 22 youth participated from the three districts in 
assessment training this training was for one day and as well as the training start from 
9:00AM to 1:00 PM.  

 ACSFo Advocacy team MRMV team  coordinate, supervised and  monitored the 
assessment on three districts (Paghman Qarabagh and Bagrami) of Kabul province at 27 
February and 17 March 2014 the field researchers including male and female completed 
totally three hundreds form from all over the targeted district.     

 ACSFo had one linkage session with Deputy Ministry of Youth Affairs (DMoYA) – in this 
session the youth representatives from three targeted districts participated and on 
behalf of DMoYA Mr. Seedy Head of Policy and Communication Department attended.  
  

 ACSFo had a linkage meeting among youth, Kabul University and Balkh University. We 
linked Kabul University Network, MRMV youth groups and Balkh University Network. In 
addition, the participants discussed on girls access to higher education and finally they 
agreed to meet Ministry of Higher Education or another high ranking officials of this 
ministry to share their problems.  
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 Linkage meeting with Legal and Economic organization of Afghan Youth Leaders in this 
meeting the representatives from three districts discussed with leaders of this 
organization and finally the agreed to have long communication with each other. 

 Linkage meeting with Kabul Provincial Council in this meeting youth group 

representatives and on behalf of provincial council Mr. Hasheme Deputy of Kabul 

Provincial Council participated. Now the youth are able to share their problems with 

provincial council.   

 ACSFo had awareness session in targeted districts on resources center. The youth 
committed to speak with elders and authorities to provide a good location for resource 
center 

 One lobby dialogue focusing on girls education conducted in Kholm district of Balkh 
province which brought 65 participants 10 females and 55 males form the committee 
members including Mulahs, community stakeholders, deputy district governor and 
education manager of kholm on 23 April 2014 

 One lobby took place in Dehdadi district. It brought 61 participants’ 17 females and 44 
males form advocacy committee members, deputy district governor and education 
department of Dehdadi on 27 April 2014. 

 A lobby meeting took place in Kode Barq factory of Dehdadi district with its admin 

department to lobbying a house for two derelicts girls on 13th April 2014 which brought 

five participants 4 females and one male from committee members of Dehdadi. 

 Three lobby meetings took place in three districts, Dehdadi, Kholm with district 
governors and Mazare Sharif with provincial council of Balkh province for lobbying 
places for resource centers on 1t April in kholm, 2nd April in Dehdadi and 20th in Mazre 
Sharif which, brought 25 participants from advocacy committee members, 4 males in 
Kholm, 12 in Dehdadi 8 females and 4 males and 11 in Mazare Sharif 8 males 3 females. 

 Overall six meeting took place in the targeted district which brought 158 participants 31 
females and 127 males for lobbying up-on their legal desires. 

 The provincial committee Quarterly meeting was held on 21st May 2014 and brought 20 
participants 13 females and 7 males; 12 from provincial committee, 2 from university 
and 6 from Mazare Sharif committees who actively participated in Humanitarian 
Assistance for natural disaster victims of Badakhshan, Jawzjan and Kholm district of 
Balkh provinces including Waheedullah Shinware MRMV project manager in Oxfam. 
They discussed regarding their achievements, challenges and recommendations. 

 On 22 May 2014 Oxfam conducted a workshop in ACSFo meeting hall in Mazare Sharif, 
under the name of challenges in front of girl’s education in Balkh province. It brought 53 
participants 30 females and 23 males; 15 people from university youth group and 38 
people from Advocacy youth groups. They discussed regarding challenges in provincial, 
district and university levels; challenges in provincial level presented by Samira 
Khairkhwah advocacy youth group member, challenges in district level presented by 
Idris Akrami, youth group member from Kholm district And challenges in university level 
is presented by Roya Mosawi and Shahidullah university youth group member.  
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 On 3rd June 2014 linkage meeting was conducted with education department focusing 
on girl’s education situation in Balkh province schools especially targeted districts. It 
brought 15 participants, 6 females and 9 males form the provincial committee members 
including university students’ youth group. In this meeting they argued about girl’s 
problems and challenges in schools.  

 Furthermore, on 18th June 2014 the monitoring of trend whiten government 
stakeholders and service providers conducted in three targeted districts with brought 9 
participants, 5 females and 3 males from youth groups. It took five days including 
training day that ended. 

 Moreover, on 25th June 2014 multi stakeholder dialogue conducted in ACSFo’s meeting 
hall in Mazare Sharif, Balkh province. It brought 36 participants, 14 females and 22 
males from youth groups including civil society and youth association members. In this 
meeting the MRMV project manager Ayob Shahreyar once again introduced MRMV to 
service providers and asked them to present their services for MRMV youth group. Also,  

 on 30th June supporting media coverage and interest in youth and child rights issues’ 
program conducted with 9 participants, 3 females 6 males youth group members from 
targeted districts. They interview influential people, youth and government 
stakeholders to know the challenge and achievements on youth and child rights issues.  

 Overall 4 activities conducted in Balkh province, 63 youth group members’ 28 females 
and 35 males actively participated in these activities. 

 Workshop of monitoring of trends carried out in Kabul in this training the monitoring 
questionnaires indicated for 12  youth committee members at  16/06/2014   
 

 ACSFo convened one stakeholder meeting in Kabul in which the governmental and 
nongovernmental stakeholders participated. This meeting was conducted at 25/06/2014 
and 20 persons participated.  

 The girls education issue is a cross cutting issue in MRMV so ACSFo MRMV management 
team should conduct three lobby dialogue on girls education in 2014. Hence, we could 
carry out three dialogue sessions in three targeted district(Bagrami, Paghman and Balkh) 

 In each quarter we have three quarterly meetings so in the month of June ACSFo carried 
out this meeting in Kabul in which 24 persons from three districts including youth and 
community people participated.  

 In this project we are conducting a monitoring under name of Monitoring of trends 
within Government institutions, service providers and CSOs in engaging the youth within 
different forums. So ACSFo conducted this monitoring in Kabul and interviewed with 42 
government institutions, service providers, youth networks and CSOs.  

 We have already carried out the Participating assessment in three districts of Kabul So in 
the month of June we analyzed the assessment and provided the first draft of 
assessment. It is required to say that the assessment focuses on adolescent health. 

 ACSFo conducted provincial level lobby sessions in Balkh through strong media coverage 
and interest in youth and children’s right. 
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 ACSFo conducted periodical monitoring of enrolment and retention of children 

especially of girls in primary and secondary school on 15th July 2014.  

 A Linkage meeting was conducted on 21 July among three district’s youth committees 

which are from Bagrami, Qarabagh, Paghman with Cheraqe hospital and university. 

 ACSFo conducted a book reading competition among the youth groups and 

represenatiave in Bagrami district of Kabul.  

 On 3rd August 2014 provincial committee Quarterly meeting was held at ACSFo meeting 
hall in Mazare Sharif Balkh. It brought 30 participants males and females from thirty 
committees of targeted districts including provincial committee. 

 In addition, on 12 August 2014 ACSFo in partnership with Oxfam organization conducted 
IYD ceremony in Mazar e Sharif Balkh. It brought 520 including 430 youth 194 females 
and 326 males and different stakeholders 

 PMC meeting in Oxfam on 26 August 2014; and participating in Oxfam basic research 
workshop regarding Oxfam’s replicate research on girls’ education situation in 
Afghanistan 

 Oxfam and partner organizations including ACSFO conducted an internal exchange visit 
under name of Youth Karwan in the mentioned provinces. The aim of this exchange visit 
was to provide an opportunity for the youth to learn from each others experiences and 
exchange best practices and lessons learnt in the target provinces.  

 Lobby dialogue meeting was conducted with education department and parents by 
MRMV in Balk and Kabul.  

 ACSFo conducted a research on girls access to education (17 – 27 October) 

 ACSFo conducted three days workshop for Paghman youth committees through AIHRC 
with coordination on 20 -22 October  

 ACSFo established three resource centers in Paghman, Qarabagh and Bagrami districts 
of Kabul. The purpose of the resource centers are to provide a space for the youth to 
interact, communicate and have access to materials for enhancing their knowledge and 
capacity.  

 ACSFo conducted the training on policy and strategy for DMoYA on (12 – 15Oct) in 
Kabul.  

 ACSFo conducted monthly meeting of youth committees in Balkh province on 15 
October.   

 ACSFo conducted two lobby dialogue between youth and stakeholders on 12 -14 Oct in 
Balkh province.  

 ACSFo conducted one linkage session with AIHRC in Balkh on 15 October. 

 ACSFo concuted the research on on girls education on (17 – 27 Oct) in Balkh province.  
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CMNET (Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework) 

The main purpose of this project is to strengthen the process of good governance and 

responsiveness in the government of Afghanistan. After the Tokyo conference Afghanistan 

government assured the International Community to promote good governance, 

responsiveness and accountability in the government institution and the civil society was given 

the role of watchdog to oversee, monitor and advocate on the issues of good governance and 

accountability in the identified working areas.  

 

 The assigned regional coordinators of ACSFo in 4 regional offices in Mazar, Jalalabad, 

Kandahar and Hirat will handle the task of Co-Trainers in CSMNet project. Therefore, 

ACSFo introduced the 4 regional coordinators as Co-trainers for Internews and Nai to 

participate in 5 days TOT in Kabul. 

 The introduced 4 trainers from each region such as Kandahar, Balkh, Nangarhar and 

Herat participated in 5 days long TOT in Kabul. The TOT was organized by Nai from 23 to 

27 February 2014 in Kabul in Nai office. ACSFo provided its 4 trainers with 

accommodation and transportation facilities. All participants of the TOT convened 

training workshop on TMAF and Advocacy for 15-20 local CSOs and social actors in their 

provinces. 

 ACSFo drafted a proposal format and RFP for re-granting for local CSOs in CSMNet 

project. The drafted format and RFP notes were shared with Internews for enrichment 

and finalization. The aim of development a proposal format and RFP is to make easy and 

transparent the process of application for re-granting and selection of the potential re-

grantees to implement a short term project with a small grant. It is planned to re-grant 

at least 3 local CSOs in each province with a small fund for 3 months. 

 ACSFo in connection to project activities designing, planning and making joint decision 

held several meetings with Internews in ACSFo office as well as in Internews office. 

During the month of Feb a meeting was held on February 6, 2014 in Internews office 

where the meeting participants discussed on re-granting procedures and development 

of RFPs and proposal format.  

 ACSFo regional coordinators in Herat, Kandahar, Balkh and Nangarhar met the Provincial 

Directors of Economy and submitted them the project introduction letter. The 

introduction letter will help ACSFo to attain the government support and authorize the 

local staff to deal with their activities smoothly. 

 on 17 and 24 and 26 March 2014 there were one day consultation meetings in 

Kandahar, Nangarhar and Herat provinces to identify provincial priorities accordance to 

the TMAF. The meetings participated by representatives of civil society organizations 

and as well as provincial council members and media. At the end of each meeting the 
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participants identified provincial priorities and developed a Plan to organized advocacy 

efforts based on those issues. 

 Similarly, on 27 April 2014, there was a monthly coordination meeting in ACSFo office. 

The participants were from Internews, ACSFo, Nai, Salamwatandar, and IWA. All the 

participants talked over there last month done activities and coming plans. 

 On 16 April 2014, there was a first provincial advocacy meeting in Kandahar province 
that was organized and led by ACSFo regional office in Kandahar. In total there were 10 
participants including one female representative of Economy Department, Finance 
Dept, Kandahar University, CSOs and local media. 

 The regional Coordinator of ACSFo in Herat in coordination with a representative of Nai 

organized a 5 days training workshop for local CSOs and media activists. ACSFo prepared 

the list of 12 CSOs and invited them to participate at the training. The regional 

coordinator of ACSFo, as a co-trainer and organizer explained the aim of the training and 

as well as gave information on RFPs and small re-grant for advocacy program in Herat. 

He requested the participants to develop advocacy work plans through group working at 

the end of the training. 

 ACSFo received 5 proposals from local CSOs in Balkh province. The proposals were 
reviewed by an evaluation committee consisted of project manager, program manager, 
advocacy department manager and the comments on received proposals were shared 
with the respected organizations for necessary amendments. 

 ACSFo provided technical support to advocacy training participants in Herat to develop 
their proposal based on their prepared advocacy work plans. During an orientation 
session in ACSFo Herat office, ACSFo encouraged all participants to develop at least one 
proposal and take part in bidding process. ACSFo distributed the RFP and proposal 
format to the meeting participants briefed them on requirements. However, only 5 local 
CSOs submitted their proposal according to the prepared advocacy work plans. 

 On May 13, ACSFo convened a meeting with Internews on revised proposal of Balkh 

province and it was urged on each proposal to have clear objectives, implementing 

advocacy strategy and plan. 

 On 20 May 2014, ACSFo representative had a meeting in Internews office on finalization 

of Bulk province proposal and the selected CSOs names along with evaluation form were 

shared with Internews. 

 On May 22, 2014 ACSFO invited local CSOs and government relevant authorities to 

participate in a meeting to establish Advocacy Committee on TMAF commitment 

implementation in Herat. All participants insisted on establishment of advocacy TMAF 

committee consist of government, provincial council and CSOs representatives. They 

agreed to meet the provincial governor to order the relevant government entities to 

cooperate ACSFo and civil society in Herat to make success their advocacy program. 
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Within the meeting a group was designated to meet with governor before the end of 

May 2014. 

 On June 4, 2014, ACSFo Regional Coordinator in Herat convened a meeting of 

representatives of government and civil society and media to establish TMAF Advocacy 

Committee.  ACSFo invited representatives of more than 70 NGOs, CSOs, Media and 

local government. 

 On 22 June 2014, ACSFO Regional Coordinator in Nangarhar in coordination with a 
representative of Nai organized a 5 days training workshop for local CSOs and media 
activists. ACSFo prepared the list of 18 local CSOs and invited them to participate at the 
training. ACSFo Coordinator explained gave information on small re-grant for advocacy 
program in Jalalabad. He requested the participants to develop advocacy work plans 
through group working at the end of the training. 

 On June 9, 2014 there was a Provincial Advocacy Roundtable in Jalalabad city to 

advocacy for the implementation of Afghan government commitment in Tokyo 

conference 2012. The agenda of the forum was on progress, challenges and next plans 

in the field of education, health and gender equality during last two year in Nangarhar 

province. The training lasted around two hours and recorded by National TV that then 

broadcasted some best selected parts of the discussion. In total there were 14 persons 

including 5 female.   

 On 23 June 2014, ACSFo Regional Manager in Balkh as a facilitator of the roundtable 

welcome to the participants and introduced the agenda and aim of the roundtable. 

Then he briefed on main pillars of TMAF and the commitment of Afghan government 

regarding the human rights specially women rights in Balkh province. For broadly 

publication and information dissemination, the event was recorded by a local TV and a 

small part of the discussion was broadcasted by a local TV. In total there were 11 

participants including 5 female.   

 ACSFo received 5 proposals from Herat local CSOs on different topics. All the proposals 
were reviewed by a committee consisted of project manager, program manager, 
advocacy manager and the comments shared with the 3 top partner organizations for 
improvement of their proposals. All 3 proposals were revised based on the shared 
comments and two of them will be awarded contract to implement the projects in 2014 
and one of them will implement the project in 2015.  

 CASDO is ACSFo’s partner CSO in Balkh province that was awarded a contract of small 
grant to implement advocacy program in Balkh province. The contract was signed 
between ACSFo and CASDO for the period first June 2014 till the end of August 2014. 
CASDO has been advocating for the rights of street children in Mazar city where it will 
conduct a survey of 100 children, hold 4 advocacy meetings with government 
authorities and convene coordination meetings with local CSOs. Based on the signed 
contract the organization will print out a leaflet consisting of survey findings and 
recommendation as well as the organization will facilitate a roundtable and TV and 
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Radio program to broadcast the finding widely. Finally the partner organization in Mazar 
will organize a gathering of 100 identified children in front of Balkh province Education 
Directorate to demand for their education rights and ask the local authorities to provide 
the children with education and health services as basic human rights. 

 In order to discuss on aid effectiveness on human rights and women rights the second 
roundtable meeting of CSMNet project conducted on 15 July 2014 in Herat. This 
committee includes five persons from government, four people from civil society, one 
person from media and two representatives of Independent Human Rights Commission 
and Election Commission. ACSFo has the responsibility of following up and secretariat of 
the committee. 

 The provincial advocacy Roundtable/Meeting was held by ACSFo on Thursday, 24 July, 
2014 in  Kandahar continental hotel. 

 Civil Actors for Sustainable Development Organization (CASDO) a CSO, did a survey on 

street children in Balkh. Many of the issues on street children were identified in this 

survey. A booklet was published highlighting main problems of street children. 

 Afghanistan Youth Assembly (AYA) a partner CSO in Herat which implemented a project 
on Labor Law and official working hours in government departments. A survey was 
conducted in 5 departments such as Education, Labor and Social Affairs, Municipality, 
Income Tax Department, Police HQ in Herat City. This survey will cover 100 government 
staff and 100 customers. 

 ACSFo received 10 proposals from Jalalabad local CSOs on different topics. All the 
proposals were reviewed by a committee consisted of project manager, program 
manager, advocacy manager and the comments shared with the 3 top partner 
organizations for improvement of their proposals. 

 On 10 August 2014, ACSFO Regional Coordinator in Kandahar in coordination with a 

representative of Nai organized a 5 days training workshop for local CSOs and media 

activists in Kandahar city. ACSFo prepared the list of 10 local CSOs and invited them to 

participate at the training. In order to develop better advocacy concept and advocacy 

working plan for Kandahar province, ACSFO CSMNet Project Manager shared lesson 

learned from previous trainings in Mazar and Herat and Jalalabad with ACSFo regional 

coordinator in Kandahar.  

 August 2014 based on the prepared schedule, the second contract under the re-grant 
program was awarded to Radio Rabia Balkhi in Balkh province to advocate for 
implementation of Tokyo conference commitment through radio programs and 
roundtables. 

 On 8 September, 2014 there was a Provincial Advocacy Roundtable in Jalalabad city in 
ACSFo Jalalabad office to advocacy for the implementation of Afghan government 
committeemen in Tokyo conference. The agenda of the forum was on achievements, 
challenges and next plans in the field of education, health and gender equality during 
last two months in Nangarhar province. Total there were 15 persons including 6 female.  
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 On 25th August 2014 ACSFo granted a contract to Khiwa District Youth Council to 

implement a small project under the name of  “Advocacy for the Rights of women and 

children in Nangarhar central jail. 

 KDYC conducted surveys and workshops for the women’s prison. Also our partner CSO 
broadcasted radio messages regarding women’s right in prison. 

 SDAO was granted to launch a project on Advocacy Campaign and Awareness Raising 
about Elimination of Violence Against Women in Herat for three months. 
 

 

 

Tawanmandi Core Partner-Youth 

ACSFo is core partner youth with Tawanamandi and Tawamandi provides core and program 

support to ACSFo. Through this program ACSFo is undertaking approaches, interventions and 

activities that promotes the role of youth as change agents. Besides, ACSFo is assigned to 

provide technical support to CSOs and Tawamandi partners in mainstreaming youth in their 

programs, plans and strategies. 

 

 Stakeholders Mapping implemented for making easiest the process of building youth 
networks at the provincial level and integrate them upon youth issues and policy 
advocacy. Also purpose of mapping process to extend understanding of parties on their 
abilities and engagement with youth concerns. Stakeholder Mapping from Kabul, Balkh 
and Nengarhar Provinces with Governmental entities, Tawanmandi partners and Civil 
Society organizations on youth affairs completed.  

 The needs assessment process carried out from 27, April – 26, May, 2014 in Kabul, 
Jalalabad and Balkh provinces. Around 20 TPs assessed in Kabul province, 11 TPs 
assessed in Jalalabad province and 9 TPs assessed in Balkh province.   

 There were three separate stakeholders joint meeting in Kabul, Balkh and Nengarhar 

Provinces. The purpose of meeting was to channelize the communication among 

stakeholders to facilitate the network building of youth peoples.   

 ACSFo completed the mapping of 300 Youth individuals in two districts and city of kabul 
province for research. 

 ACSFo conducted the research on youth challenges and opportunities in two districts 
and city of kabul province.  

 ACSFo conducte the the research and mapping on youth challenges and opportunities in 
two provinces Balkh and  Nengarhar. 

 The research was conducted in Kabul, Nangarhar and Balkh provinces. In this research 
ACSFo covered 18 Govt. bodies, 29 CSOs and Private Sectors, 40 TPs and 938 
Community People. 
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 The Youth Mainstreaming Manual was finalized and published. 

 The Youth mapping of district committee members completed in all the target provinces 
(Kabul, Balkh and Nangarhar).  

 The Youth mapping of town committee members was completed in all the target 
provinces.  

 The Network statue operations was finalized and shared with provincial offices. 

 For completing the research ACSFo totally conducted 938 face to face meetings in 
targeted provinces with youth at the community level; 300 (129 Female and 171 Male) 
F2F meetings in Balkh province, 338 (162 Female and 176 Male) F2F meetings in Kabul 
province and 300 (108 Female and 192 Male) F2F meetings in Nangarhar province. 

 ACSFo conducted the youth mainstreaming training for youth networks in three 

provinces; the training followed by the printed youth manual which belongs to youth 

Tawanmandi project.  

 

 

Results and (outcome) of the Advocacy interventions; 

 Major youth challenges and opportunities were identifed in Kabul, Balkh and 
Nangarharp provinces through research.  

 The main challenges of girls acceess to education were identified in Kabul and Balkh 
provinces through a research.  

 Communication channels improved among Balkh Governor and youths on highlighting 
of challenges about education and health services in Balkh provinces. 

 Awareness rising on women rights and fighting mechanisms about  violence against 
women highlighted and publicized in Shahidan districts 

 Communication improved among Khulm youth committees and relevant authorities 
from Health and Education departments. 

 Assessment on achievements from health and education departments  of Bagrami 
district  highlighted.  

 Reporting skills and experiences shared among youth participants and advocacy plan 
designed to tackle the challenges confronting the education and health service delivery 
improvement in Kabul and Balkh provinces. 

 Youth committees oversight on service delivery of Education and Health department of 
Balkh province extended to ask the grade of opportunity for girls participation and 
enrollment at school 

 Public demand reflected through lobbying meetings to the Agriculture and Irrigation 
department and Kodo Barq factory to expand and improve plantation and electricity in 
Balkh province. 

 Issue based advocacy in relations with TMAF topics highlighted and merged for the local 
CSOs advocacy strategic plans. 
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 The civil society participation and involvement on forming of new government increased 
and the public demand reflected through the press conference and media for the 
presidential candidates. 

 Public needs highlighted through CSOs engagement  and shared with presidential 
candidates in a  Media and press release event. 

 The awareness session in the targeted districts motivated youth to convince the elders 
and authorities to allocate a space for resource center in their district and aware them 
about resource center benefits for youth. 

 Three lobby meetings in the three districts Dhdadi, Kholm, Mazar took place for 
allocating appropriate place for resource center, that will allow girls and boy of the 
committee to influence authorities allocate a space for resource center establishment 
for them. 

 By the effort of committee members a literacy courses were established that promote 
and encouraged women access to illiterates to education in three districts 
(Mazar,Dehadi,Kholm). 

 Stakeholders mapping helped in building networks among youth and integrated them 
upon issues and policy advocacy, civil society, government entities Tawanmandi 
partners from Kabul, Balkh and nangarhar extended understanding of parties and 
abilities and engagement of youth concerns. 

 in 5 days training workshop with participation of local CSOs and media activists learned 
to develop work plan for small re-grant for advocacy programs. 
 

  

Rule of Law Section 
Introduction 
ACSFo strongly believes in the rule of law not only for the sake of good governance, 
transparency and accountability but also for an equitable social justice and a 
sustainable nation-building process. Rule of law is considered one of the most 
essential criteria for state building and in long run an essential part of peace and 
prosperity. Working in the area of rule of law can help build up the trust between the 
Government, people and other stakeholders. It enhances the accountability and 
transparency of the Government and will increase the participation of the people in 
political, social and economic decision-making processes.  

As numerous surveys and research papers have indicated a high level of mistrust 
between people and government, particularly between people and police. ACSFo 
decided to implement this project in cooperation with GIZ and UNOPs in order to 
reduce the gap created between police and the people. 
 
As a result Community Policing Project improved the partnership between citizens, 
communities and local police in respect of safety, security, public order and crime 
prevention. In a multi-layered approach, it increased the police sense of 
responsibility for safety and security of citizens and enhanced its problem solving 
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capacities.  Furthermore, it strengthened the communities' ownership in respect of 
taking responsibility for security and safety of the people in their respective 
neighbourhoods. 
 

Since 2006 ACSFo has played its significant role in the field of community policing, 
together with UNDP, GIZ and the Ministry of Interior. The project has improved the 
security situation and has built trust and confidence among the Afghans significantly 
in the coverage areas.  

 

Community Policing Project Initiative 
"Community policing" is a development strategy for an improved interaction 
between citizens, communities and police. It provides a better space for police 
performance on the rule of law, professionalism and trust-building mechanisms. It 
fosters the citizens’ involvement to help prevent crime, identify suspects and bring 
problems to the attention of the police. ACSFo implemented the Community Policing 
Project (CPP) in partnership and cooperation with GIZ. After having been involved in 
similar community policing projects in Kabul, six Districts of Balkh and three Districts 
of Samangan, ACSFo brought its knowledge and successful experiences into the CPP 
and implemented again in four rural districts and five urban districts of Kunduz 
province, four districts of Takhar province, thirteen districts of Badakhshan province, 
five districts of Balkh province and three districts of Samangan province. 
 

 

Main goals of Community Policing 

 Maintain or increase public confidence in the Police Department.  

 Decrease fear of crime.  

 Listen to and address citizen concerns.  

 Bring community resources together to solve problems.  

 Impact specific crime problems.  

 Reduce repetitive calls for service.  

 Educate the public about its Police Department. 

 

Objectives: 

 To build up the capacity of police on laws, policies and regulations of the 
country  

 To enhance cooperation of communities with police  

 To improve the idea of volunteerism within the community 
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 To bring up a coordinated approach for police and community engagement at 
the regional level. 

 

Rule of Law Section Interventions and Activities  
 

Konduz 

The summary of Kunduz community policing project activities which have been conducted in 

the Police Substation 01, Police Substation 02, Police Substation 03, Police Substation 04, Police 

Substation 05 and districts of Khanabad, Aliabad, Chahardara, Imamsaheb, Qala e Zal are as 

following:  

 Community dialogue; 10 community dialogues have been conducted for 1019 males 

and 133 females that included various categories of community members such as 

community elders, Mullahs, students, teachers, farmers and journalists.  

 NWC meetings; 88 NWC meetings have been conducted in Kunduz province.   

 The NWC members conducted 88 meetings with heads of police departments. 

 Suggestion boxes; 280 opening suggestion boxes for police have been conducted in the 

public areas and female schools. 

 Total, 12251 packages of stationary with community policing messages have been 

distributed for 5995 female students and 6256 male students.  

 Awareness raising workshops to target community; 90 Awareness Raising workshops 

have been held for 250 males and 220 females.  

  Information campaigns; 23 Information Campaigns on legal roles and responsibilities of 

police have been conducted for 2252 female students.  

 Suggestion box; 13 suggestion boxes for police were installed in the 13 female school 

students. 

 District centers; Total 10 district centers for NWC members have been established in 10 

targeted districts in the targeted male and female schools.  

 

Balkh 

The summary of Balkh community policing project activities which have been conducted in the 

Nahr e shahi, Dehdadi, Balkh, Charkent, Chemtal and Marmol districts are as following:  

 Community dialogues; 12 community dialogues have been conducted for 470 males 

and 76 females that included various categories of community members such as 

community elders, Mullahs, students, teachers, farmers and journalists.  

 NWC meetings; 46 NWC meetings have been conducted in Balkh province.   
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 The NWC members conducted 21 meetings with heads of police departments.  

 Suggestion boxes; 792 suggestion boxes opened (24 boxes each month). 

 Police training; 60 police trainings have been conducted for 1925 male and 36 

females. 

 Awareness raising; 33 Awareness Raising workshops have been held for 952 males 

and 414 females.  

 Information campaigns; 3 Information Campaigns on legal roles and responsibilities 

of police have been conducted for 243 students.  

 Suggestion boxes; 15 suggestion boxes for police were installed in six district of 

Balkh province. 

 Radio talks; 3 Radio talks recorded and broadcasted. 

 TV talks; 2 TV talks recorded and broadcasted. 

 
Results (outcome) of the project in Balkh and Konduz provinces; 
 

 A cooperation mechanism between police and local community has been established in 

each targeted district.  

 The voluntarism work increased among local community, as currently the Neighborhood 

Watch Committee (NWC) members are conducting their meeting without any 

payments.  

 A mechanism established for the community members including males and females that 

how to share their concerns to police department.  

 The community members are able to feedback police directly; it shows that a trust 

environment has been established between police and community.  

 The police believe that the community members are controlling them.  

 The police behavior and attitude of police have been changed and improved toward 

community.  

 Most of police men became aware of their legal roles and responsibilities in the society.  

 The community members especially NWC members became aware of the police roles 

and responsibilities against society. 

 The rates of respecting law by police have been increased in the targeted districts (field 

finding and impact survey indicates).  

 Many people are happy and satisfied from police actions in the ground (impact survey 

results).  

 The police took action and solved some of raised community security problems in the 

field.  
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 The police responsiveness and accountability have been increased against the 

community (impact survey report).  

 

 
 

Capacity Building Section 
Introduction 
ACSFo capacity building department established in 2005. One of the dire needs of 
different Afghan entities and institutions, being Government, non-Government or 
private is capacity. Building the capacity of civil society and Government institutions 
to provide quality services and work with higher efficiency and effectiveness has 
become one of ACSF’s goals from the beginning. ACSFo established its Capacity 
Building Section in the year 2005. The section collaborated with the organizations, 
which have the same vision and mission as that of ACSFo.   
 
Since 2005 ACSFo is  involved in providing capacity building opportunities and 
services to  ACSFo’s  member and partner organizations in professional management 
skills (Participatory Community Appraisal, Appreciative Community Appraisal and 
Planning, Community Problem Solving, Intermediate Project Design and Proposal 
Writing, Basics of Management, Intermediate Project Management, Peace 
Promotion, Communication, “Do No Harm” Adult Methodology,  Leadership Skills, 
General Administration and Human Resources Management, Financial Management, 
Procurement, Planning), Information technology (Basic use of Computer, MS Office 
Packages and Use of Internet),  Language Skill (English), budgetary process , Gender 
awareness and sexual harassment at work place, report writing , Monitoring and 
Evaluation , Advocacy and Civil Society related topics.  Up to now more than 300 civil 
society organizations directly or indirectly through other implementing partners have 
been trained by ACSFo Capacity Building Department; that totals to more than 3,600 
staff members of the mentioned CSOs. As impact of CSO, capacities building now, the 
majority of the trained CSOs are able to manage their managerial and administrative 
activities efficiently and effectively. Furthermore, the CSOs are enabled to develop 
and manage their organizational and project planning in a standard and professional 
way. Further, their proposals developing and fundraising capacities also have been 
enhanced. Peace Building trainings have enabled the beneficiaries to analyses, 
structure and transform conflicts that may appear on community level. Their 
capacities also have been improved on how to sensitize and mobilize people around 
in order to create and/or maintain a culture of co-existence and peace. 
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Project Introduction 
The overarching goal of the I-PACS II program/project is “to enable Afghan citizens to 
more effectively participate in the political process, solve community problems, and 
demand good governance from their leaders in Afghanistan”.  The USAID-funded 
Initiative to Promote Afghan Civil Society (I-PACS) increases the role and viability of 
civil society in Afghanistan by providing capacity building training and grant support 
to civil society organizations showing potential to be sustainable, effective 
organizations. Since 2005, Counterpart International's approach to I-PACS has been 
to support the development of two local implementing partner Intermediary Service 
Organizations (ISOs) – the Afghan Women's Education Centre (AWEC) and the Afghan 
Civil Society Forum-organization (ACSFo) - and eight Civil Society Support Centres 
(CSSCs) spread around the country as integral components of a robust Afghan civil 
society infrastructure. It is worth mentioning that this network has been expanded to 
7 Intermediary Civil Society Organizations (ISOs) and 12 Civil Society Support Centres 
(CSSCs). CSSCs serve as conduits through which Counterpart International and its 
Afghan partners accesses remote geographical regions of Afghanistan and provide 
capacity building for more than 350 Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) to ensure 
broad participation in civil society in a professional, transparent and accountable 
manner. 

Working with women and youth is a cross-cutting theme in I-PACS. Over half of all I-
PACS grant funding goes to women-led or women-focused NGOs, and half of all the I-
PACS partners are women's organizations. I-PACS also provide youth organizations 
with grants and capacity building assistance. But still Afghan civil societies need to 
move a long way towards a vibrant, dynamic and inclusive civil society. 

 
Considering the requirement for more Organizational Development interventions for 
Afghan Civil Society Forum- Organization (ACSFo), and its partner CSOs the second 
phase of I-PACS started on October 01 2010- and its first year ended on 30 
September 2011. This  new phase intendeds to support the development of stronger 
Intermediary Service Organization (ACSFo) which will not only support one Civil 
Society Support Centre (CSSC) in the assigned region(Kabul, Parwan, Paktia, Paktika & 
Khost) but also contribute to the development of twenty target Civil Society 
Organizations (CSOs) in Kabul and Parwan provinces through providing trainings, T.A, 
awareness, support centre and community policy engagement activities considering 
gender as cross cutting issue throughout the program. It is significant to include that 
keeping the considerations of CPI’s priorities that from community versus policy 
engagement perspective  ACSFo will strive to pin point the available associations, 
unions and other community mobilization structures and they will be benefited from 
the aver all networking of partners beyond NGOs and also it will have improvement 
in community and CSOs relationship.   
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Goal: 
The overarching goal of the I-PACS II program is “to enable Afghan citizens to more 
effectively participate in the political process, solve community problems, and 
demand good governance from their leaders in Afghanistan”. 

 
Objectives: 
The objectives of this project are as follows: 

 To strengthen ACSFo internal capacity through various capacity building 
interventions and technical assistance.   

 To develop the capacity of 1 CSSC and 20 CSOs by delivering trainings and 
technical assistance and further strengthen the network of CSOs.  

 To increase the awareness of local communities in policy level issues through 
organizing community dialogue sessions and national policy reform 
conferences 

 To strengthen the functionality of RC in order to provide better services for 
client CSOs 

 

Capacity Building Section Interventions and Activities 
  

 ACSFo capacity building team conducted technical session on work place harrasment to 

the total of 20 ACSFo employees. The technical session provided the oppotunity for the 

ACSFo staff to share their suggestions and reccommendation on the issue. It is 

memorable to mention that a success story has also been develop from the session by 

Counterpart Internation.  

 ACSFo capacity building team conducted a technical session on Need Assessment to the 

partners and ACSFo staff. In total 40 individuals participated in the session. 

 ACSFo capacity building team conducted a technical session on Importance of strategy 

to partner CSOs and ACFO Staff. In total 40 individuals participated in the session.  

 ACSFo capacit y building team conducted a technical session on Standards of behavior 

to Partner CSOs and ACSO Staff. In total 40 individuals participated in the session. 

 ACSFo capacity building team conducted a technical session on Business Ethics to 

partner CSOs and ACSFo staff. In total 40 individuals participated in the session.  

 ACSFo capacity building team conducted a technical session on Leadership to partner 

CSOs and ACSFo staff. In total, 40 individuals participated in session.  

 ACSFo capacity building team conducted a technical session on Diversity to partner CSOs 

and ACSFo staff. In total, 40 individuals participated in the session.  

 ACSFo capacity building team conducted the OD assessments of the following 

organizations during the year 2014 (TEST, OFRD, AWTDO, CO, HAM and AOPD). The 
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capacity building team provided the partners with feedbacks and recommendations on 

their gender, M&E polices and reporting standards. 

 ACSFo capacity building team conducted training on Internal and external environment 

and analysis to the ACSFo staff. In total 20 staff members participated in the training. 

 ACSFo capacity building team conducted two days training to the partners on Role of 

civil society. In total 20 individuals from the partner organizations participated in the 

training. 

 ACSFo capacity building team through an external consultancy firm conducted five days 

advanced M&E training to ACSFo employees. In total 20 individuals participated in the 

training. 

 ACSFo capacity building team through an external consultancy firm conducted four days 

Financial management training to ACSFo staff and partner organizations. In total, 25 

individuals participated in the training. 

 Civic Education Session; In ACEP project ACSFo conducted overall 186 civic education 

session and community dialogue in parwan and kabul provinces. In total, 2890 

individuals awareness were raised on civic education and their socio-political and 

economical rights. in connection to   the activity ACSFo has also been able to establish 

two advocacy groups in each provinces in order to follow up with government 

responsiblity and service in Kabul and Parwan provinces. 

 In ACEP project ACSFo conducted 4 district level dialogues in Parwan and Kabul 

provinces. The aim of the district dialogues are to find alternatives and solutions to the 

problems of the commmunity in the both provinces. The intervention has been 

successful to some extent with the following acheivements; an individual in Said Khil 

district of Parwan allocated his land for constructing a clinic in the community. An 

illiteracy course was established in the Safa community 13 district of Kabul province. 

After several discussions and advoacy efforts the elders in the both provinces have 

agreed to reduce the cost for marriage. 

 

Overall, ACSFo capacity building team has developed the capacity of 10 CSOs by delivering 

tailored capacity building interventions and timely technical assistance in 6th months. The 

technical assistance also included updating and revising partner organizations policies for 

instance, M&E policy, gender policy and other related organizational policies. 
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Monitoring and Evaluation Section 
ACSFo Monitoring and Evaluation section was established in 2006. Since, 2006 ACSFo 
Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) section has been working independently in order 
to ensure effective operations and provide constructive feedbacks for all ongoing 
projects of ACSFo. The section has regularly monitored the projects along with 
developing complete monitoring reports to the project staffs and management group 
to provide them with sufficient information about the ongoing status of the projects 
to make corrective measures.  Besides, the section has been preparing and 
developing proper monitoring plans and developing and designing monitoring well-
defined benchmarks for new projects and proposals developed by different sections 
of the organization. Monitoring and evaluation section staffs have conducted M&E 
trainings at different levels of knowledge for the partner organizations. M&E section 
has recently been provided by computerized and online database.ACSFo M&E 
department will strive to gather more professional information regarding the M&E 
database from reliable resources and will be continuously incorporate into the 
database. ACSFo M&E department will be entering the data in its database both at 
National and Provincial level and since, then the data will be extracting from the 
database for analysis purposes. In addition, during the data analysis M&E 
department will produce the M&E analytical reports, lessons learned and best 
practices reports. These lessons learned and best practices will be integrated in 
designing the new projects and programs. This will help from avoiding the mistakes 
in future programs and will channel the higher management towards making sound 
decisions.  
 
As part of its new organizational strategy, ACSFo established a Monitoring and 
Evaluation Learning and Design Unit as of 2012. The goal is to establish reflective 
loops on all ACSFo actions, procedures and M&E systems. It aims at improving the 
results on both the project and program level and to provide a space for increased 
learning, improved quality and enhanced impact of the programs.  
 

Goals: 
To establish reflective loops on all ACSFo actions, procedures and M&E systems. It 
aims at improving the results on both the project and program level and to provide a 
space for increased learning, improved quality and enhanced impact of the 
programs. 
 

Objectives: 

 To contribute in strengthening the M&E systems and procedures through 
keeping the records of lessons learned and best practices and knowledge 
management system. 
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 To advance the M&E systems and procedures through conducting periodic 
monitoring of the projects progress and providing constructive feedbacks to 
ACSFo sections.  

 To analyze, define and prioritize, design, develop, implement, and integrate 
data in new programs. 

 

Monitoring and Evaluation Activities; 

- My Right My Voice project (MRMV)  

This project is being implemented in Kabul and Balkh provinces covering six rural and urban 

districts to promote youths as change agents at the local and national level in contributing to 

policy changes and improved policy implementation and enhanced access to health and 

education.  

The project has been monitored 7 times by M&E section. The M&E staff provided staffs and 

provided by 7 complete feedback analytic reports helping them in reaching the set goal of the 

project.  

 

- Afghan Civic Engagement Program (ACEP) 

The project geographical areas are 2 provinces covering 5 rural and 14 urban districts in Kabul 

and 4 rural districts as well as city of Charekar in Parwan provinces. 

This project aims to promote civil society and media engagement that enables Afghan citizens 

to influence policy, monitor government accountability, promote civic education and serve as 

an advocate for political reform. 

The project has been monitored and evaluated 11 times by M&E section. M&E staff provided 

11 complete feedback analytic reports helping them in reaching to set goal.  

 

- Community policing Project (CPP-Kundoz) 

This project selected its target beneficiary in Kundoz province covering 5 rural and 5 urban 

(police stations) districts to raise the culture of participation and community engagement by 

establishing interaction, trust and cooperation between police, community and other law 

enforcement departments. 

This project has been monitored 3 times during the year and and M&E staff provided 3 

complete feedback anylytic reports helping them in reaching the set goal of the project.  

 

- Community policing Project (CPP-Balkh) 
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CP project selected its target beneficiary in Balkh province covering 5 rural and 1 urban (Nahr-e-

Shahee) districts (Nahr-e-Shahee) to raise the culture of participation and community 

engagement by establishing interaction, trust and cooperation between police, community and 

other law enforcement departments. 

This project has been monitored 3 times during the year and M&E staff provided 3 complete 

feedback analytic reports helping them in reaching the set goal.  

 

- Capacity Building of Deputy Ministry of Youth Affairs Project 

The project selected and identified its beneficiary target group in DMYA main office in Kabul 

province along with some followers from urban districts (Nahwahee-Sharee) to contribute to 

achieving the millennium development goals on education and health in Afghanistan through 

building a strong youth movements. This project has been monitored and evaluated 5 times by 

the section and the M&E staff provided with 5 completed feedback analytic reports consisting 

of recommendations.  

 

- Tawanmandi Project  

 

The project selected and identified its target beneficiary group in three provinces of Kabul, 

Nangarhar, and Balkh covering 9 districts. The project aims to build the capacities of 

Tawanmandi partners and youth groups on the issues of youth empowerment and 

mainstreaming. M&E section has monitored and evaluated the project 6 rounds during the year 

and provided them with 6 complete feedback analytic reports to help them acheive the project 

goal and objectives.  

- Internews Project 

 

The project selected and identified its target beneficiary group in 4 provinces of Kandahar, 

Nangarhar, Balkh, and Herat to mobilize local level civil society actors and media, reinforced 

through national linkages to information and collaboration efforts.  

The project has been monitored and evaluated 4 rounds in the year and 4 complete feedback 

analytic reports according to donor M&E formats has been provided to the project team and 

management.   

- Oxfam Novib Project 

 

The project selected and identified its target beneficiary group in two provinces (Ghor & 

Samangan) covering two districts in each province to mobilize and empower grassroots citizen 

for supporting a responsive government.  
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The project started early in October, current year and was monitored late in December. This 

monitoring was outcome-oriented referring to project objectives indicators.   

 

 

Media and Public Outreach Section 
The PR & Coordination Section is the practical link between ACSFo and the civil 
society, member organizations, partners and donors. The PR & Coordination Section 
is the channel of communication between ACSFo and the outside world using 
different online and offline media and tools. The PR & Coordination database is 
home and source of information to more than 450 members, organizations, 
individuals and partners.  
 
ACSFo’s PR & Coordination Section is striving hard to fulfil its duties and 
responsibilities towards the public. Here in this report we have pointed out the most 
important activities carried out and duties fulfilled by the ACSFo’s PR & Coordination 
from the beginning of January to end of June 2012. 
 

Goals: 
The primary goal of PR & Coordination is to sharpen the profile and image of ACSFo 
internally and externally. Furthermore the PR & Coordination activities aim to 
strengthen the existing relations with ACSFo stakeholder and to build up new 
relations with new beneficiaries and foster dialogue among them.  
 
ACSFo’s Public Relations and Coordination section was mainly led by the Advocacy section 
during the year 2014. The setion was involved in the following areas/interventions and 
activities. 

 CSOs Advocacy on Mining Law events 

 CSOs Advocacy on Election Law 

 AEITI new standards workshops and sessions 

 Anti-corruption Committee (CCWC) sessions  

 CSOs coalition events  

 Peoples Dialogue committee for peace sessions 

 Afghan National Youths Advocacy Committee sessions 

 Monthly Natural Resources meetings/workshops by civil society monitoring 
Network 

 ACSEN  sessions on  working strategic areas 

 CSOs  Voluntarism Procedure drafting 

 CSOs  Advocacy  sessions on new electoral reforms. 
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Advocacy Network & Coalition Related Activities:  

 ACSONP – Advocacy on Peace building 

 ACSEN – Advocacy on Election Law and follow up 

 CSMNNR – Advocacy on Natural Resources Management  

 CS-JWG – Advocacy  on  TMAF pillars follow up   

 New Deal- Advocacy on new deal commitment follow up & Implementation 

 CSOs Coalition - Advocacy on AEITI principles & standards follow up & 
implementation 

 Victims Network for Peace – support and Advocacy for victims families in 
Peace process  

 Afghana – CSOs involvement on social affairs 

 TMAF 
 

Advocacy Committees: 

 People dialogue for peace ( UNAMA + CSOs ) 
 Afghan Youth National Advocacy ( Youths ) 

 Counter Corruption Watch Committee  (CCWC) 

 Transnational Justice Advocacy committee 
 

Representation and Media Events led by Advocacy; 

 

 ACSFo representative participated in Launch Ceremony- Together against Corruption 

the purpose of this gathering was to publicize the culture of fighting against corruption 

and to increase the awareness rising for public, CSOs, Government entities and 

strengthen joint advocacy to eradicate corruption in the public and private sectors. The 

gathering came up with release of handbook named (Together against Corruption).  

 ACSFo representative participated in Press Conference- ACSFo the purpose of this 

conference was to highlight and publicize the national priorities from Civil Society 

perspective and attain pledges from presidential candidates for follow up and 

commitment. CSOs and 13 Media participated in this conference and as well as the 

issues were discussed; Priorities elaboration in press release and panel discussion. The 

conference came up with Press release issued and panel discussion taken place. 

 ACSFo representative participated in AEITI- Working group meeting the purpose of this 

to scoping study and as well as 13 Reps from MSG. The main issues were discussed; 

review of report from Reconciler on AEITI status since past 3 years and the meeting 

came up with review of report, prepared recommendation on reconciliation report 

preparation and discussion on reconciliation action plan. 

 ACSFo representative participated in CS-JWG consultation meeting on gender issues in 

TMAF the purpose of this meeting to focus on content of TMAF paper to highlight the 

gender issues and improve advocacy for TMAF principles to be implemented by Afghan 
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government and well as around 18 CSOs were participated. The issues were discussed; 

TMAF pillars and CSOs position paper on Tokyo conference. The meeting came up to 

answer questions as per delivered from CS-JWG working committees. 

 ACSFo representative participated in a Meeting at CPI (Counterpart International) the 

purpose of this meeting was to hold many conferences in 30 provinces of Afghanistan to 

elaborate the civil society suggestion for presidential and election candidates. Therefore 

the civil society wants to submit its paper for presidential candidates so they will 

conduct a conference on 12 -13 March 2014 in Kabul. 

 ACSFo representative participated in a meeting at Deputy Ministry of Youth Affairs 

(DMoYA) the purpose of this meeting was to carry out the capacity building programs 

for DMoYA staff. Hence, I met Mr. Mustafa Saedy (Head of Policy and Communication) 

to discuss on priority capacity building programs for the staff. 

 ACSFo representative participated in the Women challenges in the election Process 

session. UN-Women conducted an overview session with CSOs to receive feedbacks on 

women participation and challenges during the 93 presidential elections.  

 ACSFo participation in the AEITI  Scoping study session: A review session conducted by 

AEITI with CSO coalition on scoping study of 1390, the purpose of the meeting was to 

find the quality of report and recommend new comments for betterment of the scoping 

study report. 

 ACSFo participation in event advocacy on Mineral Law. The CSNRMN highlighted the 

gaps in the mineral Law and conducted a gathering in front of the parliament for asking 

amendment in the Law. 

 ACSFo participation in the ACSEN national conference. The purpose of the National 

conference was to emphasis on vote count transparency and accountability by Election 

commissions. Also to appreciate the security sector, Media and related official those 

were involved in the election process. 

 ACSFo participation in the CSNRMN monthly meeting: The purpose was to discuss the 

following among members for network activities follow up. The finalization of topics for 

NRMN newsletter, oversight commitee, network policies, concept note for study visit 

and introduction to the MIDAS project.  

 CSNRMN Plantation campaign. Jointly Plantation campaign in Malika Surya high school and Karta 

e Sakhi area with Kor AW  Kalay group implemented ,also cleaning campaign in university 

environment performed. Total 120 sapling (trees) and 40 flower bushes planted in above areas. 

 Press release on second round of election. In this press release separate messages to 

specific target groups and stakeholders in the election process delivered and ACSFo call 

for a transparent and just election. 
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 Assistance with MODE. MODE as Tawanmandi partner asking of ACSFo to contribute for 

providing views and answer the survey questionnaires on Peace building and High Peace 

Council, thoroughly, ten questionnaire papers completed and delivered to MODE.  

 Afghan Peoples Dialogue for Peace Meeting. The second phase of APD for peace going 

to be completed by launching of the survey report from 34 provinces on peace building 

in the month of June, and national conference to be conducted after election, in this 

report more than 4000 people interviewed and asked about key drivers of conflict and 

road maps for peace in Afghanistan. 

 AWEC Gender Network Meeting. The purpose of the meeting was to draft the gender 

policy and board member election for gender issues discussion and follow up. The result 

of the meeting ended with draft preparation completion.  

 Oxfam gender justice meeting. The meeting convened among the women rights activists 

with hosting of Oxfam, the main issues discussed was messages and slogans to improve 

the campaign against violence that confronted women and children in Afghanistan. And 

each participant as CSO representative appointed to provide message and motto. 

 Oxfam gender justice meeting. The follow up of previous meeting to select messages 

and Mottos to be published and pitched in schools, clinics and libraries compasses, this 

initiatives aims to improve compaign against women and children violence in the 

country. 

 AWEC Gender Network Meeting. This meeting held among gender network members to 

approve and endorse the gender policy, making action plan and specifying of steering 

committee members role and responsibilities. The priority has been drafted to hold 

training on gender issues for civil society organizations to strengthen afghan women 

voice for their rights and social equality. 

 APDP Press Conference on launch of Report. Afghan Peoples dialogue for peace 

committee conducted a press conference and ACSFo as one of founder and active 

member of this committee was full busy with management of this press conference. The 

aims of press conference to launch the report of social peace for people and 

government. This report jointly provided through surveys arranged by committee 

members and the secretariat (UNAMA) from 34 provinces of Afghanistan.  

 Press released on passed election. ACSFo Advocacy department provided and released 

declaration on passed election and emphasized on transparency and accountability of 

Election commission on the engagement of vote counting and approach to election 

complaints.  

 Tawanmandi, Sector Base Working Group on Human Rights meeting in CSHRN: After 

presenting and describing the action plan by CSHRN Representative, CSHRN’s program 

officer “the representatives of Tawanmandi working group has been agreed to 

practically commence working on the mentioned action plan” and has been chosen as 
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general destinations of meeting for Aug 2014. CSHRN’s action plan was introduced and 

clarified to SBWG member organizations. 

 Tawanmandi Partners session. ACSFo as partner of Tawanmandi programs participated 

on joint Advocacy strategy preparation meeting in Sanayee development organization. 

The purpose of the meeting to establish a working strategy on peace building and 

conflicttransformation. 

 AEITI Communication strategies launch session. ACSFo as one of the MSG in the AEITI 

fully has contribution on implementation of EITI standards in Afghanistan. Herewith, 

ACSFo participated on Communication strategy launch session of AEITI. 

 Tawanmandi SBCP (Sector Based Core partner) meeting –CCD. The meeting started by 

Mr. Basser Executive Director of Tawanmandi and then the Tawanmandi Core Partners 

presented their working in last quarter. Afterward, the participants discussed to ongoing 

and upcoming activities and subsequently. 

 Family Law Review; ACSFo is the member of two civil society advocacy groups, the 
Family Law and EVAW Law; hence, there is essential need for Advocacy staff of ACSFo to 
review the LAWs for submission of recommendations. 

 Advocacy Gathering;Afghan civil society organizations jointly raised their voices to 
defend the rights of victims from paghman incident and to ask the rule of Law and 
enforcement on violators and rapists in a gathering; and ACSFo successfully played the 
role of organizer and coordinator of the event. 

 EVAW Law Review;Civil Society Advocacy group of EVAW Law participated in analysis 
session at the AWEC. 

 Budget Monitoring Consortium Meeting;A new group of civil society organizations 
formed for citizen and national budget monitoring; the first meeting of the BMC taken 
place in ACSFo and working action plan drafted. 

 MEC’s meeting with CSOs;MEC members Jointly meeting with CSOs about  observing 
transparency on mining sectors and the agenda prepared for the following points, 
 

Membership:  

The number of members reached at (172 organizations and 120 individual members) 

and the rest still left pending for Directorship and BoD approval. 

Publications: Website 

 New website design (more interactive with users) 

  integration with social media (likes, tweets, shares, message, comments) 

  Discussion forum (people discuss on civil society) 

  FAQ (already answered questions for people) 

  Author profiles (where authors can register, write/edit their own articles, 

add their biographies) 
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  Interactive photo gallery (arranged in albums, users can play as slideshow as 

well) 

 Video and Audio gallery (which imports videos from YouTube) 

 Showing most popular/related articles with an article page of the same 

category 

 English  Website New layout activation and development 

 Pashtu website new layout construction 

 Persian website layout construction completion and content uploading  

 Membership form integration (English website 

 News post in website 

 Website linkage to social networks ( Face book, Twitter, LinkedIn)  

 Daily articles Upload including press release, topics, poems and other 

articles. 

Magazine  

ACSFo published and distributed Vol.78, 79 and 80. In total, 10,000 copies of the 

magazine has been distributed to ACSFo members, partners and university students. 

 

 

 

 

 

Success Stories 

The success in Balkh 

Fahimullah is a 21 years old boy, graduated of law 

and political science from university of Mawlana 

in Mazar-e-Sharif. He lives in Kod-o-Barq town of 

Dehdadi district in Balkh province. He believed in 

change and being part of the solution is the only 

way to solve peoples’ problem. Therefore, he 

joined MRMV project from the beginning of the 
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project. For three year he was trained, got in 

touch with many influential people and 

authorities of the society which empowered 

him to be active, beneficial and rescuer for his 

people. Most importantly he is the member of 

ACSFo youth network in Balkh. In the year 

2014 beside all the challenge he faced during 

his work career as social worker he rescued 

saved a young boy in his area of living named 

Najeebullah. 

Najeebullah is an 18 years old boy with death parents. He lives with his three small orphans 

children of his parents and is the only 

breadwinner of his family. He worked as an 

electrician in one of the companies in Mazar-e-

Sharif town of Balkh. One day during his work 

he accidently touches the 6000 KW electricity 

cable and it burns most of his body but 

fortunately he survives.  After many endeavors 

by the doctors he did not recover and became 

hopeless.Then he found out about MRMV 

youth groups who are working in ideal 

atmosphere bringing changes in their society and organizations especially, health and 

education. He tells them his story and asking for help. Then, the youth group by the leadership 

of Fahimullah stepped forward to help the boy.  

They acted as they were trained by the approaches and manners of advocacy. They went 

consulting professional doctors to help Najeebullah. After, they found out that he will not get 

cured in Afghanistan except abroad. So, they decided to help him sendingabroad for 

medication. They planned collecting donation for the ill boy asking all Dehdadis’ youth groups 

and influential peoples’ help. The entire youth groups and influential people acted in collecting 
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donation for Najeebullah. Within the 20 days they went to each home in Dehdadi Districts and 

collected 13000$ US dollar for the ill boy’s treatment.They send the patient to India. He was 

operated with professional Indian doctors there and got back home. Now he is well cured and 

living his life normally. 

 

 

The success in Konduz (improved coordination and 

cooperation between the police and community); 

 

A NWC member named Arbab Yusuf reported in a 

meeting of NWC at the presence of police liaison officer 

that an Afghan Local Police commander named 

Ab.Wahab is forceably collecting 200 AFN from each 

famly in Ainul Majar village of Chardara district. This case was noted down by police liaison 

officer and forwarded to head of police department. Consequently, Mr. Ghulam Mahidin head 

of Chahardara district police department took action in clsoe cooperation with the committee 

members  and solved this problem. In the next NWC meeting, the committee members 

reported that ALP commander did not return back to Ainul Majar village for collecting forced 

money. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 


